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ABSTRACT 
 
            The DOSY NMR experiment is a useful technique for separation of components 
of a mixture relying on their different diffusion coefficients. It can provide structural 
information including sizes and shapes and help with resonance assignments.  
Perfluorinated polymers have been extensively studied due to their unique properties, 
including resistance to chemical corrosion and thermal degradation. However, the 
performance of 19F DOSY NMR experiments on fluoropolymers creates special problems 
that prevent the detection of some important resonances. The large fluorine spectral 
window, the low solubility in most organic solvents, the presence of many scalar 
couplings among different nuclei, and the large 2JFF homonuclear couplings are the major 
factors that create problems in 19F DOSY experiments. A systematic study of acquiring 
19F DOSY spectra with different pulse sequences and adaptation of experimental 
conditions has been performed on a mixture of low molecular weight, fluorinated model 
compounds and three fluoropolymers. The optimum pulse sequences and experimental 
conditions have been chosen for collecting the best quality and reliable DOSY spectra.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objectives 
 Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR experiments are useful NMR 
techniques that provide information on the diffusion coefficients of each molecule in a 
mixture in solution. 19F DOSY NMR experiments have been applied to the study of 
fluoropolymers to distinguish the resonances of atoms in backbone and chain-ends due to 
their different average diffusion coefficients.1 However, fluoropolymers have special 
problems that prevent the detection of some signals in 19F DOSY experiments. The large 
fluorine spectral window, the low solubility in most organic solvents, the presence of 
many scalar couplings among different nuclei, and the large 2JFF homonuclear couplings 
all create problems in 19F DOSY experiments. The goal of this study is to determine the 
optimum pulse sequences and experimental conditions to be used in 19F DOSY 
experiments to obtain good 19F DOSY spectra for fluorinated compounds.  
2 
1.2 Principles of NMR spectroscopy 
         NMR spectroscopy is one of the most powerful techniques for determination 
of organic structure. It is a useful tool to analyze the structure of organic compounds,2 
polymers3,4 and macromolecules.5,6 NMR can provide polymer microstructure 
information, such as the atomic connectivity, monomer sequence, relative 
stereochemistry and conformation. 
To start, it is necessary to know the basic theory of NMR. All the nuclei have 
their own intrinsic magnetic properties. The magnetic dipole is generated by the spinning 
nuclei and is described by spin quantum number (Ι). The spin quantum number I has 
values of half integers.  Nuclei with odd atomic mass and odd atomic number have I=n/2, 
where n is an integer, such as 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F and 31P, which all have I=1/2. Nuclei with 
even atomic mass and odd atomic number have integer spin quantum number, n, such as 
2H, 14N, 10B. The nuclear spin I is zero when the atomic mass and the atomic number are 
both even, such as in 12C, 16O and 34S. The nuclei with zero spin number are not NMR 
active, which means they do not provide NMR signals.  
Because most organic compounds have hydrogen and carbon atoms, the most 
frequent nuclei used for NMR detection are 1H and 13C, which both have I = 1/2.When 
the nuclei with I = 1/2 are placed in a magnetic field (B0), they populate two spin states 
with opposite orientations. The nuclei with spin state m = +1/2 precess along the 
direction of the external magnetic field and are usually considered as the ground state. On 
the other hand, the nuclei with spin state m = -1/2 precess against the direction of the 
3 
external magnetic field and are considered as the excited state. The energy difference 
between those two states can be calculated by Equation (1).  
ΔE = γhB0/2π = hν0    (eq 1) 
Here, γ is gyromagnetic ratio, h is Plank’s constant and B0 is the external magnetic field. 
The NMR signal is related to the excess spins in the ground state, with an 
increasing excess as the energy difference increases, because the nuclei populate the 
energy levels based on a Boltzman distribution with a slight excess population in the 
ground state. The gyromagnetic ratio (γ) is an intrinsic property of each nucleus, which 
cannot be changed. The only way to increase the energy difference is to increase the 
external magnetic field used by the NMR instrument. That is one reason why NMR 
engineers continuously seek to build instruments with higher and higher magnetic fields. 
There is a slight excess of nuclei in the lower energy state than higher energy state. The 
net magnetization (M0) detected is produced by this slight excess of nuclei in the lower 
energy state. When the radiofrequency is applied at the Larmor frequency ν0, the excess 
nuclei in the ground state absorb this energy and are excited to the higher energy level. 
This behavior is called magnetic resonance. When the excess nuclei re-emit this energy 
and return to ground state, the signal decay can be recorded by the detector. The signal 
decay with time can be Fourier transformed to produce the NMR spectrum, which shows 
various peaks in the frequency domain.7
4 
1.2.1 1D-NMR experiments 
                 The basic 1H 1D NMR pulse sequence is shown in Figure 1. It includes two 
periods: the preparation and the detection periods. During the preparation period, the net 
magnetization (M0) returns to its equilibrium state, which is aligned with the stationary 
magnetic field (B0). After applying a short and powerful rf pulse at the Larmor frequency, 
the magnetization flips into the transverse plane orthogonal to the direction of the 
magnetic field (B0). The precessing magnetization produces a decaying signal, which is 
collected by the detector during the acquisition time.  The raw exponentially decaying 
signal with time (free induction decay, FID) has to be converted to the frequency domain 
(NMR spectrum) by Fourier transformation. The signal to noise ratio can be improved by 
increasing the number of transients (nt) averaged. Other advanced 1D NMR experiments 
such as the Attached Proton Test (APT),9,10 Intensitive Nuclei Enhanced by Polarization 
Transfer (INEPT)11 and Distortionless Enhancement by Polarization Transfer (DEPT)12 
are based on the simple 1D experiment.  
Figure 1. Simple 1D NMR pulse sequence 
            Relaxation is a very important parameter to be considered for detection of NMR 
signals.  There are two different relaxation times including spin-lattice relaxation (T1) and 
Relaxation delay 
1H pulse acquisition 
nt 
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spin-spin relaxation (T2).8 T1 describes the recovery of the magnetization component 
along the z-direction (along B0), while T2 describes the relaxation in the xy plane 
(perpendicular to B0). The line width of NMR signals is determined by T2 relaxation, and 
the width at half height can be calculated by Equation 2 8!"!/! = !!!!   (eq 2) 
Generally speaking, T2 is less than or equal to T1. Small molecules usually have much 
longer T2’s than polymers. Therefore, it is easier to characterize small molecules because 
they have narrow lines. While it is difficult to characterize polymers since they have wide 
lines leading to poorer resolution. The line width of the NMR signals are also affect by 
the magnetic field inhomogeneity, sample inhomogeneity, and temperature gradients 
across the sample.  
The recovery of the NMR signal when signal averaging is governed by the T1 
relaxation time and the relaxation delay. T1 relaxation times can be measured by the 
inversion recovery experiment,8 which is shown in Figure 2. After the relaxation delay 
(d1), a 180° pulse is applied to invert the magnetization to the negative z axis. The 
magnetization is allowed to partially recover to its equilibrium state during the τ delay. 
The τ delay is arrayed with different times. The magnetization is fully recovered to the 
positive z axis with long τ delay, and the positive resonances are generated on the 
spectrum after a 90° pulse is applied to flip the magnetization back to transverse plane 
(Figure 3a). On the other hand, the magnetization remains on the negative z axis with 
short τ delay, and the negative resonances are generated on the spectrum after a 90° pulse 
is applied to flip the magnetization back to transverse plane (Figure 3a). The intensity of 
6 
each resonances with different relaxation delay are plotted against τ shown in Figure 4. 
T1 relaxation is an exponential decay (Figure 3b), and intensity of resonances at different 
time can be calculated by Equation 3. !! ! = !! 1− 2!"# −!/!!    (eq 3) 
The resonances with short T1 relax faster than resonances with long T1. 
Figure 2.1H inversion recovery pulse sequence. 
Figure 3. Vector diagram and exponential decay of the signal from the inversion recovery 
pulse sequence. 
1H 180 90 
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For quantitative experiments, the relaxation delay has to be 5×T1 to let the 
magnetization return to its equilibrium state before another pulse is applied. 13C and 15N 
have much longer T1’s than 1H, so long relaxation delays have to be used to let the signal 
recover completely. The relaxation can be influenced by many factors including: spin 
rotation, chemical shift anisotropy, and magnetic dipole-dipole interactions.7  
          In addition, the signal to noise ratio is an important factor to consider in 
NMR spectroscopy. The signal to noise ratio can be calculated by   
S/N=NT2 γexc (
!!  !"#  ! !"! )     (eq 4) 
where N is the number of nuclei, T2 represents the transverse relaxation time, γexc and γdet 
are the magnetogyric ratios of the excited and detected nuclei, nt is the number of 
transients averaged, B0 is the field strength and T is the sample temperature. There are 
many methods to improve the signal to noise ratio of an NMR spectrum. First of all, 
increasing the magnetic field strength can improve the signal to noise level. However, the 
expense of the NMR instrument also increases dramatically with the higher magnetic 
field. With a fixed magnetic field, the signal to noise ratio could be improved by 
increasing the sample concentration (N, the number of nuclei) or the number of scans. 
These methods are very useful for detecting 13C NMR, since it has low natural abundance 
(1.1%). Additionally, Signal to noise ratio can be improved by lowering the thermal and 
electronics noise in a cryo-probe by decreasing the temperature of the probe electronics.8   
             The most useful information obtained from the 1D NMR spectrum for resonance 
assignments include chemical shift, splitting patterns and the relative area. The chemical 
shift of a resonance is determined by the types of protons and carbons present. The 
 8 
chemical shift of each type of nucleus, depends on its neighboring electronic distribution, 
which is called the chemical shielding effect. In compounds containing aromatic rings, 
double or triple bonds, ring current effects generated by the local magnetic fields 
produced by these groups can shift the positions of peaks. Protons above and below the 
rings of these π system are shielded, while the protons held in the plane of these rings are 
deshielded.  
                The splitting pattern follows the rule of 2nI+1, where I is the quantum spin 
number and n is the number of equivalent neighboring coupled nuclei. When the 
difference in chemical shifts is larger than 10 times the J coupling, a first order coupling 
pattern is observed. The number of equivalent coupled nuclei can be determined by 
the ’2nI+1’ rule. When the difference in chemical shifts is smaller than 10 times the J 
coupling, it is considered a second order coupling pattern and the ‘2nI+1’rule does not 
apply. More details on second order couplings can be found by R. M. Silverstein et. al.8  
             The integration of the peak areas gives quantitative information with regard to the 
relative number of atoms responsible for each resonance. For small molecules, it can 
provide information about the ratio of the number of different types of protons. For 
polymers, it can be used to calculate the ratio of each monomer and the average 
molecular weight. To obtain an accurate quantitative 1H spectrum, long relaxation delays 
(five times T1) have to be applied before the pulse.8  
            For reliable quantitative 13C NMR experiments, the nuclear Overhauser effect 
(NOE) must be taken into account. The NOE can increase the signal strength for 
qualitative 13C experiments if continuous 1H decoupling is applied. When two nuclei are 
 9 
close in space, if one nucleus is irradiated and saturated by a second rf field, this causes 
the signal enhancement of other nuclei within 5Å in space. The NOE effect can observed 
between homonuclei or heteronulcei, if their internuclear distance is smaller than 5Å. The 
homonuclear NOE can be used to distinguish isomers with different stereochemistry.  But, 
the signal enhancement is not very strong for homonuclear NOE. For heteronuclear NOE, 
the maximum signal enhancement for the 13C experiment with NOE enhancement is three 
times that of the intensity without NOE.  
               To suppress the NOE, the inverse gated decoupling experiment must be used, 
where the decoupler is turned off during the long relaxation delay, and turned on only 
during the acquisition time8 (Figure 4a). However, the NOE can differentially increase 
the intensity of 13C signals in qualitative experiments using the continuous decoupling 
method (Figure 4b).9 
                  Because 13C spectra are normally collected with continuous 1H decoupling, the 
resonances usually appears as singlet. Additionally, the carbon resonances have more 
dispersion (covering a 220 ppm spectral window) than proton resonances (with a 10 ppm 
spectral window). So the different types of carbon resonances are easier to resolve than 
proton resonances of complicated molecules. 
 10 
 
Figure 4. 13C 1D NMR pulse sequence decoupled with (a) inverse gated decoupling, and 
(b) continuous decoupling. 
 
              The (Intensitive Nuclei Enhanced by Polarization Transfer) INEPT10 experiment 
is used to improve the signal strength of the nuclei with low gamma (like 13C, 15N) by 
polarization transfer from high gamma nuclei (usually 1H). The 1H-13C INEPT pulse 
sequence is shown in Figure 5.  The net magnetization of protons aligned with the 
external magnetic field is at equilibrium at the end of the relaxation delay. The 
magnetization is flipped into the transverse plane by the first 90° pulse. After the 
magnetization precesses in the transverse plane for a delay of τ (τ = 1/4 J), a pair of 180° 
pulses on the carbon and proton channels is applied. This refocuses the field 
inhomogeneity and chemical shift evolution during a second τ delay. After this second τ 
delay, the proton magnetization is antiphase with respect to JCH coupling. The last 90° 
pulse on the 1H channel transfers the polarization from protons to carbons. The last 90° 
pulse on the carbon channel flip the carbon magnetization into the transverse plane for 
Relaxation delay 
1H 
pulse acquisition 
13C 
Relaxation delay 
1H 
pulse acquisition 
13C 
(a) 
(b) 
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detection. The net 13C magnetization is γH/γC =4 times larger than the normal 13C 
magnetization in a one pulse experiment without NOE. The relaxation delay is 
determined by the T1 of 1H instead of 13C because the first pulse applied on the 1H 
channel only requires 1H magnetization. This saves lots of experiment time, since the 
T1’s of 13C atoms are usually much longer than those of 1H atoms. Most 2D and 3D pulse 
sequences are based on combinations of INEPT pulse sequence elements.  
 
Figure 5. 1H-13C INEPT pulse sequence 
 
1.2.2 2D-NMR experiments 
 
            To characterize more complicated structures, two dimensional NMR was first 
introduced by Ernst et al.9 The structures of unknown compounds can be determined 
more straightforwardly through resonance correlations in combinations of various 2D 
NMR experiments, instead of interpretation of chemical shift and J coupling patterns in 
simple 1D NMR experiments. In all basic 2D NMR pulse sequences, there are four 
periods including: preparation, evolution, mixing and detection periods (Figure 6). The 
magnetization relaxes to the equilibrium state during the preparation period. After one 
pulse or a cluster of pulses, the magnetization to be monitored during the second 
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dimension is flipped into the transverse plane. The magnetization precesses during the 
evolution time. This creates a modulated signal in the indirectly detected (t1) dimension. 
A series of spectra is collected while progressively increasing the evolution delay t1. The 
magnetization transfers from one nucleus to another detected nucleus occurs during the 
mixing time. Finally, the NMR 1D is detected during the acquisition time, t2. Fourier 
transformation of the t2 FID’s results in a series of spectra. The intensity of resonances in 
those spectra are modulated as a function of t1. Fourier transformation of the time domain 
data with respect in the t1 generates resonances in the f1 dimension with frequency 
domain. The result is a 2D-NMR spectrum with signals plotted as a function of f1 and f2.  
 
Figure 6. Scheme for 2D-NMR pulse sequence 
 
           Many 2D NMR experiments have been developed to observe different correlations 
based on various pulse programs. The 2D experiments can be separated into homonuclear 
or heteronuclear experiments depending on whether correlations are between similar 
nuclei or different nuclei. A compound’s 1H and 13C resonance assignments and structure 
can be assigned accurately using a combination of various 2D NMR experiments.  
 
 
 
 
preparation evolution mix acquisition 
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1.2.2.1 Homonulear 2D NMR experiments 
 
                The most useful homonuclear 2D NMR experiments for structure 
characterization include correlation spectroscopy (COSY)11,12 and nuclear Overhauser 
enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY).9,13 
                The COSY experiment is the simplest and one of the most widely used 
experiments, in which it is possible to observe homonuclear correlations indicative of two 
and three bond J-couplings between atoms. There are two 90° pulses separated by the t1 
evolution time in the COSY pulse sequence (Figure 7). After the magnetization returns to 
the equilibrium state during the relaxation delay, the first 90° pulse rotates the 
magnetization into the transverse plane. The incremented t1 in the evolution time 
generates the coherence which is chemical shift and J-modulated in the second dimension. 
Then the second 90° pulse (mixing pulse) transfer the magnetization between coupled 
nuclei. In the COSY spectrum, diagonal peaks are generated by self correlations among 
the same resonances. On the other hand, the cross peaks are produced by the correlations 
among different resonances of atoms which are coupled through bonds.  
 
Figure 7. Pulse sequences (left) for COSY 2D NMR experiment along with schematic 
representation of the resulting 2D NMR spectrum (right).   
          The COSY experiment is used to observe the homonuclear correlations through 
bond couplings, while the NOESY experiment is used to observe the homonuclear 
!! !! 
!! !! !! !! 
!! !! 
!H 
!H 
A 
B 
C C
H
HA HB
H
C
HB
H
C
HB
H
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correlation between the resonances of nuclei which interact through space. In the NOESY 
sequence, mixing time is added to the basic COSY pulse sequence (Figure 8), which 
allows magnetization transfer between nuclei close in space through dipole-dipole 
relaxation. The NOESY spectrum looks similar to the COSY spectrum. But the cross 
peaks indicate correlations between nuclei that are close in space (within ca. 5Å). The 
mixing time is the most important parameter to adjust to see the correlations and it 
depends on the size of the molecule. Generally, small molecules need longer mixing 
times than large molecules since it requires longer time for the relaxation interactions that 
produce crosspeaks to occur.  
 
Figure 8. 1H NOESY pulse sequence (left) along with a schematic representation of the 
resulting 2D NMR spectrum (right).  
 
1.2.2.2 Heteronuclear 2D NMR experiments  
 
                Heteronuclear 2D NMR experiments show correlations between two different 
nuclei. (e.g. 1H and 13C) The most used heteronuclear 2D NMR experiments include 
heteronuclear single-quantum correlation (HSQC),14 heteronuclear multiple bond 
correlation (HMBC)15 and heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation (HMQC)16 
experiments.  
! 
! ! 
! 
!H 
!H 
A B 
CR3
HA
CR3
HB
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                 The HSQC experiment exhibits correlations between resonances of protons 
and carbons coupled through one bond. The HSQC pulse sequence is based on two 
INEPT pulse sequence elements shown in Figure 9. The magnetization transfers from 1H 
to 13C through the first INEPT element. The 13C chemical shift evolves during t1 with a 
180° pulse on the 1H channel in the middle of t1 to remove the 1H-13C couplings during t1. 
The magnetization is then transferred back to 1H with the reverse INEPT element. The 
anti-phase magnetization is refocused by a pair of 180° pulses on both channel at the end 
of the pulse sequence. The proton signal is detected during the acquisition time while 13C 
is decoupled. The signals of CH2 groups can be separated from these of CH and CH3 
groups by choosing a phase sensitive detection mode.  
 
Figure 9. 1H-13C HSQC pulse sequence 
 
                   The HMBC experiment provides multiple bond correlations between proton 
and carbon resonances, which are coupled through two- and three-bond J couplings. The 
pulse sequence for the HMBC experiment is shown in Figure 10. The first 90° pulse on 
the carbon channel generates multiple quantum coherence for one bond coupling which is 
suppressed. The second 90° pulse on the carbon channel creates multiple quantum 
coherence for C-H atoms having multiple bonds couplings. The one bond correlations are 
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eliminated by changing the phase of the first 90° pulse on carbon channel. During the 
evolution time t1, the C-H multiple quantum magnetization evolves and the proton 
chemical shifts and the heteronuclear couplings are refocused by the 180° pulse on the 1H 
channel. The third 90° pulse on the carbon channel transforms the multiple quantum 
coherence to 1H single quantum coherence. There is no 13C decoupling during the 
acquisition time in HMBC experiment, because the antiphase components of protons are 
not refocused after the evolution time. Both homonuclear and heteronuclear proton 
couplings are observed in both the f1 and f2 dimensions of the HMBC spectrum.  
 
Figure 10. 1H-13C HMBC pulse sequence 
 
1.2.3 DOSY 2D NMR experiments 
 
             The diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR experiment resolves signals of 
different components in a mixture based on measuring their different diffusion 
coefficients, without physical separation of the components.17,18 There are many factors 
that can influence the diffusion coefficients, such as molecular size, shape, solution 
viscosity, temperature, aggregation state, etc.19  For mixtures of small molecule, the NMR 
signals of each component can be separated by their different diffusion coefficients. For 
90 
90 1H 180 
90 13C 90 
t1 ! 
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polymers, the DOSY experiment can provide information about the molecular weight and 
molecular weight distribution.19 
               The basic DOSY pulse sequence is based on the spin echo experiment shown in 
Figure 11. Two identical gradient pulses are placed on both sides of 180° pulse. After the 
90° pulse, the transverse magnetization is dephased by the first gradient pulse. If the 
spins do not change position during the evolution time, the second identical gradient 
pulse refocuses the magnetization. A maximum signal is observed. But in fact, random 
translational motion (diffusion) occurs during the Δ time, the spins change their position 
along the z direction. The amount of random translational motion in the solution can be 
measured by the self diffusion coefficient. So the magnetization is not be completely 
refocused by the second gradient pulse and a decreased signal is observed. The amount of 
the signal decrease depends on the strength of gradient pulse and the self diffusion 
coefficients of molecules.  
 
Figure 11. 1H PGSE pulse sequence.  
 
                  Under the same strength of the gradient pulse, the signal decays faster for 
small molecules than larger molecules, because small molecules have faster translational 
motion in solution than larger ones. The resonances from the same molecules have the 
90 1H 180 
Gz ! 
" " 
# # 
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same decay rate. This is how the DOSY experiments separate the resonances of the 
components in the mixture.  
                    There are two problems with the PGSE pulse sequence, signal loss from the 
T2 relaxation and phase distortion from J modulation. Because the magnetization is in the 
transverse plane during the most time of the PGSE pulse sequence, signal loss due to T2 
relaxation can be severe. The problem becomes worse for polymers, which have short 
T2’s. Phase distortion problems also occurs when the homonuclear J modulation can not 
be refocused by the second gradient pulse.  
                Those problems can be resolved by the PFG-STE pulse sequence, in which the 
180° pulse of the PGSE pulse sequence is replaced by two 90° pulses. In this sequence, 
the magnetization is in the transverse plane only during the short gradient time, and it is 
along the z direction during the most time of the PFG-STE pulse sequence, signal loss is 
only from T1 relaxation and not T2 relaxation. It also largely resolves the phase distortion 
problem from J-modulation, if the J couplings are not larger than 10-20 Hz. However, the 
gradient pulses are much closer to the rf pulses in this pulse sequence, the signal might be 
lost due to eddy current effects.  
             The eddy current problem can be fixed by the bipolar pulse pair longitudinal 
eddy current delay (BPPLED) pulse sequence. The two gradient pulses used to defocus 
and refocus magnetization are substituted by two pair of gradient pulses of half duration 
and opposite signs (δ/2-180°-δ/2 elements) (Figure 13). The pair of gradient pulses with 
half duration and opposite signs can eliminate the eddy current effects. When the 
magnetic field changes quickly, eddy currents are generated by any closely spread 
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conductor.17 The extra magnetic field can be felt by the sample, so the artifacts or 
distortion observed are seen in the spectra.17 In the BPPLED sequence, the eddy current 
generated by the first gradient pulse can be canceled by the second gradient pulse with 
the same amplitude but opposite sign. Another improvement is the longitudinal eddy 
current delay (90°-gt3-delst-90°) element added before acquisition. The homospoil 
gradient pulse (gt3) can remove the incompletely refocused magnetization in the 
transverse plane after the 90° pulse, so the phase distortion problems are eliminated.  
 
 
Figure 12. 1H PFG-STE pulse sequence  
 
 
Figure 13. 1H bipolar pulse pair longitudinal eddy current (BPPLED ) pulse sequence 
             The DOSY signal decay is calculated by the Stejskal-Tanner equation (Eq 5).20  ! = !!!"#(− !!!!)exp  (−!!!!!"!(! − !!))   (eq 5) 
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Here, Io is the initial signal intensity immediately after the 90° pulse, T2 is the spin-spin 
relaxation time, ! is the gyromagnetic ratio, g is the amplitude of applied gradient pulse, ! is the length of the applied gradient pulse, and ! is the diffusion delay between two 
gradient pulses.  
                 The gyromagnetic ratio is an intrinsic property of the nucleus. For nuclei with 
low gyromagnetic ratio such as 13C, it is very difficult to acquire DOSY spectra due to 
the low signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, based on the equation, the signal decay is 
linearly dependent on the diffusion delay, square dependence on the gyromagnetic ratio, 
amplitude and length of applied gradient pulse. Therefore, the signal decays faster with 
the longer diffusion delay, stronger gradient strength and longer gradient time.  
              In the real DOSY experiments, the diffusion delay and length of gradient time 
are held constant. The signal decays to different extent by gradually increasing the 
gradient amplitude (Figure 14 a & b). Since the magnetization precesses most of the time 
in the z plane during the diffusion delay, T1 relaxation contributes a small but constant 
amount to the signal decay in all experiments. For small molecules, T2 relaxation is long 
enough to obtain a good S/N ratio. But T2 relaxation is very short for polymers, so the 
delays between 90° pulses have to be as short as possible to reduce signal loss due to T2 
relaxation.  
              The factors influencing the diffusion coefficients of molecules include size, 
shape, solution viscosity, temperature and aggregation state, etc.1 The correct diffusion 
coefficient of each resonances is obtained when the weakest signal decays to 5-10 % of 
the initial signal. The intensities of stacked of attenuated signals are Laplace transformed 
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to produce 2D DOSY spectrum showing distribution of diffusion coefficients. The 
resonances can be separated in a second spectral dimension based on diffusion 
coefficients. The diffusion coefficients of resonances are the same if they are from the 
same compound. The resolution of 2D DOSY spectrum can be improved by increasing 
the number of gradient levels in the array and the number of transients.  
 
 
Figure 14. (a) Signal decays in DOSY experiments (b) Gaussian fit to diffusion peak 
intensity (c) DOSY spectrum of a mixture   
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CHAPTER II 
 
 EXPERIMENTAL 
 
2.1 Materials 
 
  All the samples and solvents were used as received. Acetone-d6 (99.9%) and 
CDCl3 (99.9 %) were used as the solvents, and were purchased from Cambridge Isotope 
Laboratories Inc. Trichlorofluoromethane (99.5 %) and 1,4-dichloro-2-(trifluoromethyl) 
benzene (98%) were used as internal standards and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  
 
2.2 Synthesis 
 
         All polymers were synthesized by radical polymerization. The details of the 
synthesis of poly(VDC-co-HFP)21 copolymer and poly(VDF-ter-TFE-ter-HFP)22 
terpolymer are described in the earlier published literature. Tert-butylperoxypivalate 
(TBPPi) used as the initiator to synthesize the poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer. The 
details of the synthesis of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer are described in the earlier 
published literature.23 
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2.3 Instrumentation 
 
 All NMR spectra were collected on a Varian Direct-Drive 500 MHz spectrometer 
equipped with VnmrJ 3.2A software, five broad-band rf channels and a 5mm 1H/19F/X 
(X=15N-31P)  triple resonances pulse field gradient (PFG) probe. This probe is designed 
specially for 19F NMR. First, there is no interference from the probe background signals, 
because the probe components are made with non-fluorine containing materials. Second, 
a duplexer was used to combine the 1H and 19F signals from console to a single 1H/19F 
double tuned high frequency channel on the probe; and to separate the two returning 
signals, and send the signal of interest (1H or 19F) to the receiver.   
 
2.4 Sample preparation  
 
              The samples studied for 19F DOSY experiments include a mixture of fluorinated 
small molecules and three different fluoropolymers. There are three small fluorinated 
molecules in the mixture including: 4,4,4,3,2,2-hexafluorobutanol, 1-chloro-2,6-dinitro-
4-trifluoromethylbenzene and 3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,8-tridecafluorooctanol; 10 µL of 
each component was dissolved in the 700 µL CDCl3. For fluoropolymer samples, 40 mg 
of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (poly(VDF-co-HFP)) was dissolved 
in 700 µL acetone-d6; 70 mg of poly(vinylidene fluoride-ter-hexafluoropropylene-ter-
tetrafluoroethylene) (poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE)) was dissolved in 700 µL acetone-d6; 
and 37 mg of poly(1-chloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethylene-co-vinylidene chloride) (poly(CTFE-
co-VDC)) was dissolved in CDCl3. All the polymer samples were warmed to 50 °C in a 
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water bath or Kugelrohr oven to solubilize the polymer. All the samples have one drop of 
CFCl3 and 1,4-dichloro-2-trifluoromethyl benzene used as internal standards for 19F 
chemical shift and quantitation, respectively.  
 
2.5 1D NMR acquisition  
 
               The 19F 1D NMR spectrum of the mixture of fluorinated small-molecules was 
collected with a 78.1 kHz spectral window using 1H decoupling with WALTZ-16 
modulation (γHBH = 2.7 kHz) during the entire experiment time. The spectrum was 
collected with 1 s relaxation delay, 0.7 s acquisition time, 32 transients and a 3.1 µs (300) 
pulse width. The data were zero-filled to 256k points, exponentially weighted with a line 
broadening of 0.5 Hz and Fourier transformed.  
               The 19F 1D NMR spectrum of poly(VDF-co-HFP) copolymer was collected 
with a 65.8 kHz spectral window using 1H decoupling with WALTZ-16 modulation 
(γHBH = 2.7 kHz) during the entire experiment time. The spectrum was collected with 1 s 
relaxation delay, 0.7 s acquisition time, 32 transients and a 3.1 µs (300) pulse width. The 
data were zero-filled to 256k points, exponentially weighted with a line broadening of 0.5 
Hz and Fourier transformed.  
                   The 19F 1D NMR spectra of poly(VDF-ter-TFE-ter-HFP) terpolymer was 
collected with a 62.5 kHz spectral window using 1H decoupling with WALTZ-16 
modulation (γHBH=2.7 kHz) during the entire experiment time. The spectrum was 
collected with 1 s relaxation delay, 0.7 s acquisition time, 32 transients and a 3.1 µs (300) 
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pulse width. The data were zero-filled to 256k points, exponentially weighted with a line 
broadening of 0.5 Hz and Fourier transformed.  
              The 19F 1D NMR spectra of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymers was collected 
with a 43.1 kHz spectral window using 1H decoupling with WALTZ-16 modulation 
(γHBH = 2.7 kHz) during the entire experiment time. The spectrum was collected with 1 s 
relaxation delay, 0.7 s acquisition time, 32 transients and a 3.1 µs (300) pulse width. The 
data were zero-filled to 256k points, exponentially weighted with a line broadening of 0.5 
Hz and Fourier transformed.  
 
2.6 2D NMR acquisition  
 
              The 2D DOSY experiments of all samples were performed with modified 
bipolar gradient pulse pair longitudinal eddy current delay (BPPLED) sequence with 
adiabatic refocusing pulses (Appendix I). The exact temperature of the probe was 
calibrated with ethylene glycol before the experiments. The gradient strengths of the 
probe were calibrated with Varian’s doped D2O Varian standard sample. The correction 
factor was calibrated with the constant diffusion coefficients of 1.901*10-9 m2/s at 25 0C 
with doped D2O.  
               The DOSY NMR spectra of the mixture of fluorinated small molecules were 
collected (BPPLED) sequence with adiabatic refocusing pulses. 19F DOSY spectra were 
collected at 469.9 MHz with the instrument in triple resonance configuration, and with 
Waltz-16 modulated 1H decoupling during the acquisition period (γHBH/2π = 2.7 kHz). 
Data were collected by averaging 64 transients with a 78.1 kHz spectral window, 0.8 s 
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acquisition time, 1.0 s relaxation delay, 7 µs (900) pulse widths and 140 µs adiabatic 
refocusing pulses (γFBF/2π = 35 kHz). The pulse program began with an hsg-900-hsg 
sequence at the beginning of the d1 relaxation delay (where hsg was a 2.0 ms homospoil 
gradient pulse having amplitude of 0.237 T/m), so that all sequences started with the 
same Mz and Mxy = 0; a 20 µμs stabilization delay followed every gradient pulse, with the 
exception of the last 1 ms LED pulse which had an amplitude of 0.077 T/m and required 
a 500 µμs delay for stabilization of the lock channel before the start of data acquisition. 
DOSY data were collected with Δ = 0.03 s, δ = 0.8 ms and with the gradient amplitude 
increasing from 0.0447 to 1.1785 T/m. s). Data were zero filled to 256k and weighted 
with an exponentially decaying function to produce a line broadening of 20 Hz before 
Fourier transformation.  
              The DOSY NMR spectra of poly(VDF-co-HFP) copolymer were collected with 
the BPPLED sequence with adiabatic refocusing pulses. 19F DOSY spectra were 
collected at 469.9 MHz with the instrument in triple resonance configuration, and with 
Waltz-16 modulated 1H decoupling during the acquisition period (γHBH/2π = 2.7 kHz). 
Data were collected by averaging 64 transients with a 65.8 kHz spectral window, 0.8 s 
acquisition time, 1.0 s relaxation delay, 7 µs (900) pulse widths and 140 µs adiabatic 
refocusing pulses (γFBF/2π = 35 kHz). The pulse program began with an hsg-900-hsg 
sequence at the beginning of the d1 relaxation delay (where hsg was a 2.0 ms homospoil 
gradient pulse having amplitude of 0.237 T/m), so that all sequences started with the 
same Mz and Mxy = 0; a 20 µμs stabilization delay followed every gradient pulse, with the 
exception of the last 1 ms LED pulse which had an amplitude of 0.077 T/m and required 
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a 500 µμs delay for stabilization of the lock channel before the start of data acquisition. 
DOSY data were collected with Δ = 0.2 s, δ = 3.2 ms and with the gradient amplitude 
increasing from 0.0447 to 1.1785 T/m. s). Data were zero filled to 256k and weighted 
with an exponentially decaying function to produce a line broadening of 20 Hz before 
Fourier transformation.  
              The DOSY NMR spectra of poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE) terpolymer were 
collected using the BPPLED sequence with adiabatic refocusing pulses. 19F DOSY 
spectra were collected at 469.9 MHz with the instrument in triple resonance configuration, 
and with Waltz-16 modulated 1H decoupling during the acquisition period (γHBH/2π = 2.7 
kHz). Data were collected by averaging 64 transients with a 62.5 kHz spectral window, 
0.8 acquisition time, 1.0 s relaxation delay, 7 µs (900) pulse widths and 140 µs adiabatic 
refocusing pulses (γFBF/2π = 35 kHz). The pulse program began with an hsg-900-hsg 
sequence at the beginning of the d1 relaxation delay (where hsg was a 2.0 ms homospoil 
gradient pulse having amplitude of 0.219 T/m), so that all sequences started with the 
same Mz and Mxy = 0; a 20µμs stabilization delay followed every gradient pulse, with the 
exception of the last 1 ms LED pulse which had an amplitude of 0.077 T/m and required 
a 500 µμs delay for stabilization of the lock channel before the start of data acquisition. 
DOSY data were collected with Δ = 0.8 s, δ = 3.2 ms and with the gradient amplitude 
increasing from 0.0447 to 1.1785 T/m. s). Data were zero filled to 128k and weighted 
with an exponentially decaying function to produce a line broadening of 20 Hz before 
Fourier transformation.  
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            The DOSY NMR spectra of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer were collected 
using the BPPLED sequence with simple 1800 refocusing pulses. 19F DOSY spectra were 
collected at 469.9 MHz with the instrument in triple resonance configuration, and with 
Waltz-16 modulated 1H decoupling during the acquisition period (γHBH/2π = 2.7 kHz). 
Data were collected by averaging 64 transients with a 17.6 kHz spectral window, 0.8 
acquisition time, 1.0 s relaxation delay, 10.5 µs (900) pulse widths and 21 µs refocusing 
pulses. The pulse program began with an hsg-900-hsg sequence at the beginning of the d1 
relaxation delay (where hsg was a 2.0 ms homospoil gradient pulse having amplitude of 
0.219 T/m), so that all sequences started with the same Mz and Mxy = 0; a 20 µμs 
stabilization delay followed every gradient pulse, with the exception of the last 1 ms LED 
pulse which had an amplitude of 0.077 T/m and required a 500 µμs delay for stabilization 
of the lock channel before the start of data acquisition. DOSY data were collected with Δ 
= 0.01 s, δ = 0.8 ms and with the gradient amplitude increasing from 0.0447 to 1.1785 
T/m. s). Data were zero filled to 128k and weighted with an exponentially decaying 
function to produce a line broadening of 20 Hz before Fourier transformation.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 19F DOSY study on the three component mixture 
 
          The 19F DOSY experiment was first used to study a mixture of three small 
fluorinated molecules including 4,4,4,3,2,2-hexafluorobutanol (HFB), 1-chloro-2,6-
dinitro-4-trifluoromethylbenzene (TFMB) and 3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,8-
tridecafluorooctanol (FO). The mixture was used as a model before the study of 
fluorinated polymers, because they have similar fluorine groups and similar problems in 
the DOSY experiments (i.e. large 19F spectral windows and diasteretopic 19F CF2 
resonances with very large geminal homonuclear JFF couplings). However, the high 
solubility of the mixture in the solvent saves experiment time. The sample was prepared 
by adding 10 µL of each component to 700 µL CDCl3 solvent. 
3.1.1 19F 1D NMR spectrum of the mixture  
 
             The 19F 1D NMR spectrum of this mixture is shown in Figure 15. Three different 
groups of fluorine resonances are found in widely separated regions: CF3 resonances 
between -60 and -85 ppm, CF2 resonances between -110 and -130 ppm, and a CF 
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resonance near  -210 ppm. Most of the fluorine resonances are narrow peaks and well 
separated, except there is some overlap of the CF2 resonances shown between -122 and -
123 ppm. The CF2 signals are from two different molecules. The five apparent singlets 
are from five CF2 groups of FO. The two doublets are attributed to the diastereotopic 
fluorines in the CF2 group of hexafluorobutanol. The CFH in the HFB is a stereogenic 
center making the two fluorines in the adjoining CF2 group diastereotopic. The 
magnitude of the germinal coupling between the pair of diastereotopic fluorines is on the 
order of 280 Hz, which produces the AX pattern. The weak doublets with the similar 
pattern shown near -140 ppm are from an impurity in HFB and they exhibit an AM 
pattern. Most resonances are multiplets due to three, four and five JFF couplings. 
However, most of these couplings are not resolved due to the large line broadening (20 
Hz) used to process the data. Another reason which causes the resonances to look 
complicated is the presence of the CH2 units in the HFB and FO, which creates many JHF 
scalar couplings among the fluorine resonances. Most of these couplings are unresolved 
in the 19F multiplets, however they do lead to broadening of the resonances and reduced 
signal-to-noise levels. Therefore, under ideal circumstances the protons should be 
decoupled during the data acquisition time using WALTZ-16 decoupling, as was done to 
collect the spectrum.  
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Figure 15.  19F{1H} 1D NMR spectrum of three component mixture  
 
3.1.2 Different DOSY Pulse sequences  
 
                     The DOSY experiments of the mixture were performed using different pulse 
sequences for comparison. Six different DOSY pulse sequences are shown in Figure 16. 
The Bipolar pulse-pair stimulated echo (Dbppste) is the standard DOSY pulse sequence 
used most frequently (Figure 16a). The details of how this basic DOSY pulse sequence 
works were discussed in the introduction section. There are several improvements made 
to eliminate some artifacts in the DOSY experiments. The homospoil pulse with hsg-
90°x-hsg element was added at the beginning of all the pulse sequences to eliminate the 
remaining unwanted transverse magnetization from the previous FID. Only the 
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magnetization on the z direction recovers to the same steady state during the relaxation 
delay. The two gradient pulses used to dephase and rephase magnetization are substituted 
by two pair of gradient pulses of half duration and opposite signs (δ/2-180°-δ/2 elements). 
The magnetization can be stored in the z direction by the 180° pulse to reduce the T2 
relaxation and the eddy current effects can be eliminated by a pair of gradient pulses with 
half duration and opposite signs. The gradient stabilization delays at the end of every 
gradient were set independently to 20 µs from the gradient stabilization delay (500 µs) 
after the gradient during the longitudinal eddy current delay at the end of the pulse  
sequence.  
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Figure 16. Various pulse sequence diagrams used in this work: a) Dbppste, b) 
Dbppste_led, c) Doneshot45, d) Dbppled_ad with adiabatic 180° pulse, e) Dbppled_ad 
with composite 180° pulse, and  f) Dbppste_cc with led element 
  
The Dbppste_led pulse sequence in Figure 16b was developed based on Dbppste by 
adding the longitudinal eddy current delay (led) element (90°-gt3-delst-90°) to let the 
(a) Dbppste 
(b) Dbppste_led 
(c) Doneshot45 (f) Dbppste_cc 
(e) Dbppste_led composite 180 
(d) Dbppste_led adiabatic 180 
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signal stabilize after the gradient pulses. The phase distortion problem from J modulation 
and incompletely recovery from the gradient pulse can be removed by the homospoil 
gradient pulse (gt3) between two the 90° pulses.  
                  The Doneshot 45° pulse sequence in Figure 16c, was modified based on the 
original Doneshot pulse sequence.27 By addition of 45° purging pulse before data 
acquisition, so that the out of phase magnetization from J modulation can be removed. It 
can used to the resolve the phase distortion problems caused by small homonuclear J 
couplings in 1H DOSY experiment.2 As for 19F DOSY, it is only effective when JFF 
couplings are small (less than 20-30 Hz).3 However, it does not work when the JFF 
couplings are large ( >200 Hz), such as  with 2JFF couplings in the diastereotopic CF2 
groups. 
                 Most DOSY experiments involve 1H detection, which has a small spectra 
window covering 12 ppm. However, when 19F DOSY experiments are acquired, it is hard 
to excite all resonances with an extremely large window (>200 ppm) uniformly with 
simple 1800 refocusing pulses. There are two special pulses, which can replace the simple 
1800 pulses to produce larger effective B1 fields. The adiabatic pulse was proven to be 
capable of exciting 10 times larger windows than simple 1800 pulse.4 Therefore, the 
simple 1800 pulses are replaced by adiabatic 1800 pulses in the Dbppste_led pulse 
sequence shown Figure 16d. Composite 1800 replace the simple 1800 pulse with the 900x-
1800y-900x elements shown in Figure 16e is another way to excite a larger window. But 
compared with adiabatic pulses, composite pulses excite much smaller windows.  
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             Convective flow occurs in the NMR tube when variable temperature or  
decoupling experiments are applied. Since fluorinated polymers have low solubility in 
most organic solvent at the room temperature, high temperature DOSY experiments are 
often required to improve the solubility and to achieve a better resolution. Additionally, 
heat could be generated from proton decoupling when protons are decoupled from 
fluorines. However, incorrect diffusion coefficients could be measured in the presence of 
convective flow in the NMR tube. To solve this problem, the sequence was modified by 
Jerschow and Muller5 to incorprate convection compensation as shown in Figure 16f.  
3.1.3 Influence of large nJFF couplings  
 
                For most 1H DOSY experiment, artifacts or phase distortions caused by small 
homonuclear JHH couplings  (0-20 Hz) can be removed data processing with larger line 
broadening. A homospoil pulse with 90°-hsgt-delst-90° element at the end of pulse 
sequences can also be used to eliminate the phase distortion problems. However, when 
strong homonuclear couplings (JFF = 200-300 Hz) are present in the fluorinated materials, 
the above methods do not work. Other pulse sequences have been tested to resolve this 
problem. The comparison of the first DOSY increment with expansion of the CF2 region 
collected using different DOSY pulse sequences is shown in Figure 17, along with 
corresponding region from the 19F 1D NMR spectrum (Figure 17a) for comparison. The 
line broadening used for all the spectra was 5 Hz, so small homonuclear couplings are not  
observed. Three broad peaks that do not have the phase distortion problem regardless of 
pulse sequence are from CF2 groups in FO. The other two doublets are an AX pattern 
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with 2JFF = 280 Hz from the diastereotopic fluorines in the CF2 group of HFB. The high 
field doublet overlaps with the one of CF2 peaks from FO.  
 
Figure 17. Comparison of 19F 1D NMR spectra with expansions of the CF2 regions from 
the first increment of the DOSY spectra collected with various DOSY pulse sequences. 
(a) 19F simple 1D NMR pulse sequence, (b) Dbppste, (c)Dbppste_led, (d) Doneshot, (e) 
Dbppled_ad with led gradient, (f) Dbppled_ad without led gradient, and (g) Dbppste_cc 
 
             The normal 19F 1D NMR spectrum (Figure 17a) is used for comparison of the  
relative signal intensities. Figure 17b is the spectrum collected with the Dbppste pulse 
sequence. The two doublets of the AX spin pattern exhibit severe phase distortions. The 
magnetization is not completely refocused for the diastereotopic fluorine resonances due 
to the 2JFF modulation. This problem is fixed by adding longitudinal eddy current delay 
(led) before acquisition based on the Dbppste pulse sequence. Figure 17c is the spectrum 
collected using the Dbppste_led pulse sequence. The phase distortion problem with the  
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two doublets is fixed by the homospoil gradient pulse (gt3), which destroys the out of 
phase component of the signal. The desired magnetization is stored on the z direction, 
while the homonuclear J modulated magnetization component is eliminated by the 
homospoil gradient pulse during the LED delay. The spectrum is good enough for DOSY 
measurements, but there is signal lost from the destroyed magnetization components of 
the two doublets. This is because the signal components of AX pattern lose intensity to 
the destroyed out of phase magnetization components. The Doneshot 45 sequence, shown 
in Figure 17d, was developed to suppress the J modulation when the magnitude of the 
couplings are small (<50Hz). However, it does not work when the magnitude of coupling 
are large ( >50 Hz), such as with 2JFF couplings in the diastereotopic CF2 groups. The 
problems are resolved by the Dbppled_ad sequence shown in Figure 17e. The out of 
phase magnetization on the transverse plane is removed by the homospoil gradient pulse 
in the led element immediately before data acquisition. The data is good enough for 
Laplace transformation to yield a 2D DOSY spectrum.  The Dbppled_ad sequence is 
usually considered to be the best sequence to acquire DOSY data from fluorinated 
compounds. For comparison, the spectrum in Figure 17f collected with the Dbppled_ad 
sequence but with the homospoil gradient pulse (gt3) removed. All the peaks look good 
except there is small phase distortion in the two doublets, proving the utility of the last 
gradient pulse for this purpose. 
              As mentioned above, the higher temperature DOSY experiments are sometimes 
required to increase the solubility of fluorinated polymers. The spectrum in Figure 17g 
was collected using the convection compensated version of the Dbppste sequence. There 
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is no phase distortion for the CF2 resonances of the AX pattern, but their intensities are 
decreased. The LED element removes the J modulation magnetization component that 
reduces phase distortions at the expense of lost signal intensity.  
                   The signal loss is not only caused the J modulation; T2 relaxation also must 
be taken into account. Gradient stabilization delays (τ) and gradient time (δ) are the 
delays that should be minimized to reduce both of these problems. The τ delay is usually 
set to 500 µs by default by the software on our instruments. The minimum τ that can be 
set for safe operation of our instruments is 20 µs. For most DOSY sequences, the J 
modulation time could be reduced by 2 ms with four shortened τ delays. In addition, the 
gradient time (δ) can be reduced from 2 ms (default) to as short as 0.5 ms by increasing 
the diffusion delay (Δ) at the same time to obtain the same signal decay.   
                  The intensities of the two doublets of the AX pattern are modulated as a 
function of the time when the magnetization is on the transverse plane (sum of the δ and τ 
delays). To find the optimized gradient time to obtain the maximum intensity of J 
modulated peaks, a series of stacked spectra showing the region containing CF2 group 
resonances from the signals of the HFB diastereotopic CF2’s groups and one of the CF2 
group in FO are shown in Figure 18. The spectra are from an arrayed experiment 
performed by simultaneously increasing of gradient time while reducing gradient 
amplitude to maintain a constant gradient area. There are 20 array elements with gradient 
time linearly increasing from 0.4 to 8.0 ms in 0.4 ms steps, while at the same time 
decreasing the gradient amplitude from 0.1977 to 0.0099 G/cm. With this method, the 
intensities of signals which are not J-modulated, should maintain a constant intensity, 
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while the intensities of signals which are J-modulated will be attenuated in some of the 
array elements. The intensity of the intense singlet from FO does not changed with the 
gradient time in the array, because there is no J-modulation.  On the other hand, the 
intensities of the two doublets of the AX pattern from HFB are modulated with gradient 
time. The maxima of doublets occur at times of n/J, where n = 1,2,3… while the null 
points occur at times of n/2J, where n = 1,3,5…  
 
 
Figure 18. Spectra of selected CF2 regions of 19F DOSY spectra of mixture from the 
experiment collected with increasing array of gradient time and constant gradient area.  
The values of each array gradient time and gradient level are listed in the table below: 
(a) modulation behavior of the resonances in the AX coupling pattern (b) modulation 
behavior of the resonances in the AM coupling pattern.  
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                   In Figure 18, the minimum of the diastereotopic CF2 signals occurs between 
for δ 1.6 and 2 ms, which is the range automatically chosen for most DOSY experiments 
by our software. In that case, the important signals would be attenuated or might 
disappear altogether. The maximum diastereotopic CF2 signals occur at gradient times of 
close to zero, 3.2, 6.8 ms. The best spectrum is observed with a gradient time of 0.4 ms. 
Besides reducing gradient time, there are gradient stabilization delays between two 90° 
pulses.  
                 The gradient stabilization delays also have to be minimized, since J 
modulation and T2 relaxation occurs during these delays. The gradient stabilization 
delays (τ) were reduced from 500 µs to 20 µs to minimize the relaxation; this is the 
smallest safe value for most modern instruments. At this low value the τ delays are an 
insignificant component compared to δ. A single optimum delay can be chosen if JFF is 
the only factor to influence the signal’s modulation. However, the optimized delay can 
also be influenced by multiplicity (triplets or greater), other coupling constants (4JFF = 
20Hz or 3JFF = 5Hz.) and the coupling patterns (AX, AM or AB), as illustrated by 
comparing the modulation behavior of the AX and AM patterns in Figure 18a and 18b, 
respectively. For this reason, it is necessary to perform the constant gradient area with 
gradient time array experiment before a normal DOSY experiment setup procedure with 
unknown samples. 
                  Figure 18b shows the modulation behavior of the diastereotopic CF2 
resonances of the impurity present in a HFB. It has the same JFF coupling (280 Hz) as that 
for HFB. By comparison with the coupling pattern in Figure 18a, the chemical shift 
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difference between the two doublets in impurity is much smaller than that of HFB, 
resulting in an AM coupling pattern. The modulation behavior of the two doublets with 
different coupling patterns (AX vs AM) is different. The maximum intensity of the AM 
coupling patterns appears at a gradient time of 2.6 ms, which is a different position 
compared with AX coupling in HFB (3.2 ms). The AM pattern also exhibits significant 
signal lose at points where the AX pattern has near maximum signal strength. Therefore, 
it is necessary to set up the DOSY gradient time array experiment for the J modulated 
peaks to find the optimum gradient time for maximum intensity with different coupling 
patterns.  
                   A similar arrayed DOSY experiment was performed on the poly(VDF-ter-
TFE-ter-HFP) terpolymer to study the modulation behavior of the different coupling 
patterns. In the HFP unit of the terpolymer, the CF-CF3 branch points create stereogenic 
centers that produce diastereotopic fluorines in adjoining CF2 groups. The magnitude of 
the geminal couplings between pairs of diasterotopic fluorines is uniformly on the order 
of 280 Hz. Although the magnitudes of the couplings are relatively constant, the chemical 
shift differences within individual pair of diastereotopic fluorines varies significantly in 
VDF based terpolymers containing HFP units. Most resonances from these CF2 groups 
exhibit AB patterns that do not create severe complications for detection of signals. 
However, there are a few diastereotopic fluorines which have larger chemical shift 
difference resulting in AM and AX spin systems which make it difficult to detect their 
signals in DOSY experiments if the delays during which 19F magnetization is in the 
transverse plane are not properly adjusted.  
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                 Finding the optimized parameters for maximum intensity of those CF2 
resonances exhibiting AM and AX coupling patterns, necessitated running an arrayed 
experiment to simultaneous increase of gradient time while reducing gradient amplitude 
to maintain a constant gradient area, resulting in the data shown in Figure 19. The 
resonances in the region shown in Figure 19a are from AB patterns. Those signals are not 
influenced by large JFF and are unaltered as the small differences in the experiment times 
used to obtain these spectra do not result in significantly different intensities from JFF 
modulation. The small signal attenuation might be from T2 relaxation in the polymer. 
Similarly, there is not sufficient time for evolution of JFF for those fluorines which 
produce narrow multiplets and have small homonuclear couplings. The small decay of 
those signals could from the T2 relaxation and unresolved three and four bond 
homonuclear J modulations.  
                      The resonances in the region shown in Figure 19b are from AM patterns. 
The decay of the signal is caused by the large 2JFF modulation. When 1/(Δν)  is 
comparable to the gradient encoding delays between 900 pulses, greatly attenuated signals 
are obtained. For a simple doublet from diastereotopic CF2 groups, the intensity of the 
signal is modulated with the gradient time and the maxima occur at times n/J (where n = 
1, 2, 3,…); and null points occurs at times of n/2J (where n = 1, 3, 5,…). The highest 
intensity of the CF2 resonances are observed at gradient time 3.2 ms. Therefore, it is 
necessary to determine the optimized gradient time before running the full DOSY 
experiments for the fluorinated polymers, where diastereotopic CF2 fluorines are present. 
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The experiment is usually performed with the gradient time array experiment with the 
constant gradient area.  
 
Figure 19. Spectra of selected CF2 regions from the 19F DOSY spectra of poly(VDF-ter-
TFE-ter-HFP) from the experiment collected with increasing array of gradient time and 
constant gradient area: (a) modulation behavior of resonances with AB coupling patterns 
(b) modulation behavior of resonances with AM coupling patterns.  
 
3.1.4 Chemical shift range  
 
                 The first increment of 19F{1H} DOSY NMR spectra of the mixture obtained 
with three different DOSY pulse sequences are show Figure 20a-c, along with the 
19F{1H} 1D NMR spectrum at the bottom (Figure 20d) for comparison. The fluorine 
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spectrum with different types of fluorine groups (CF, CF2 and CF3) usually covers an 
extremely large spectral window, which makes it difficult to excite the whole window 
uniformly. The 19F 1D NMR spectrum in Figure 20d covers a window larger than 100 
ppm and requires 300 pulse instead of 900 pulse in order to achieve uniform excitation of 
all the resonances. However, it is even harder to excite the whole window uniformly 
when applying DOSY pulse sequences with 1800 refocusing pulse.  
 
Figure 20. The stacked spectra of 19F{1H} first increment of DOSY NMR spectra of 
mixture from: (a) Dbppled sequence with simple 180° pulses, b) Dbppled sequence with 
composite180° pulses, and c) Dbppled sequence with adiabatic 180° pulses, and d) 
19F{1H} 1D NMR spectrum obtained with a 3.1 ms (30°) pulse. 
 
                   To resolve this problem, three different DOSY pulse sequences with different 
refocusing pulses have been studied. By comparison of the first increment of the DOSY 
experiments, the intensity of fluorine resonances from CF2 are all similar regardless of 
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the sequence used since this region falls in the center of the spectral window. However, 
in the simple 1800 DOSY spectrum (Figure 20a), the relative intensity of the CF3 and CF 
fluorine resonances at the edges of widow are low compared with those of the CF2 
fluorine resonances. In order to excite a larger fluorine window, the DOSY sequence was 
modified by replacing simple 1800 pulses with composite 1800 pulses to produce the 
spectrum in Figure 20b. The intensities of the fluorine resonances of CF3 and CF groups 
relative to those of CF2 groups are increased significantly, however the resonance of CF3 
observed at -60 ppm and resonance of CF observed at -210 pm are still not fully excited 
compared with the same resonances in the 19F 1D spectrum.   
                   Uniform excitation is accomplished by replacing composite 1800 pulses with 
adiabatic1800 pulses (Figure 20c). The relative intensities of the CF3 and CF fluorine 
resonances become much greater than those of the CF2 groups (Figure 20c). The first 
increment of 19F DOSY spectrum collected with adiabatic 1800 pulse looks similar to the 
19F 1D spectrum (Figure 20d). This indicates the window was excited uniformly by the 
adiabatic 1800 pulses. In fact, the adiabatic 180° DOSY sequence can cover a spectral 
window five to ten times greater than the sequence using simple 180° DOSY 
sequence.28,29 
 
3.2 Applications of 19F DOSY to the study of the three different fluorinated polymers 
 
               After successfully resolving the problems with 19F DOSY on the mixture of 
small molecules, the new adiabatic DOSY pulse sequence was applied to the 
characterizations of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (poly(VDF-co-
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HFP)), poly(vinylidene fluoride-ter-hexafluoropropylene-ter-tetrafluoroethylene) 
(poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE)) and poly(vinylidene chloride-co-1-chloro-1,2,2-
trfluoroethylene (poly(VDC-co-CTFE)). The VDF based polymers are known as Viton® 
fluoropolymers. These fluorinated polymers have remarkable properties such as 
resistance to high temperature, chemical corrosion and organic solvents. The strength of 
C-F bond and the high electronegativity of fluorine are the factors that contribute to the 
special properties of fluoropolymers. These polymeric materials are used for chemical 
storage, cable insulation, gaskets and coating.25,26 Poly(VDC-co-CTFE) has the 
outstanding properties of chemical resistance and serves as a good gas barrier.23 These 
characteristics make it useful for the barrier films in packaging applications.23 
                 DOSY has been reported to be useful for distinguishing between the chain-end 
and backbone structures of fluorinated polymers including poly(VDF) homopolymer1 and 
poly(VDF-co-HFP) copolymer.22 But, the DOSY study of poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE) 
terpolymer and poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer have not been reported. The 
diastereotopic CF2 fluorines are produced by adjoining stereogenic centers of CF-CF3 and 
CFCl in HFP (hexafluoropropylene) and CTFE (chlorotrifluoroethylene) units, 
respectively. Therefore, these polymers all have similar problems in 19F DOSY 
experiments, such as phase distortions and missing signals caused by the diastereotopic 
fluorines in CF2 groups. The VDF based polymers exhibit AB, AM or AX patterns from 
diastereotopic CF2 groups, which create problems with detecting some resonances in the 
DOSY experiment. Even worse, the fluorine spectral windows of VDF based polymers 
are extremely large, because the three different fluorine groups containing CF, CF2 and 
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CF3 are separated over a 200 ppm spectral window. Things become easier for 
poly(CTFE-co-VDC) polymer, most diastereotopic CF2 groups exhibit AB patterns, 
which do not create severe problem in DOSY experiment. In addition, the fluorine 
spectral widow of this polymer is very small, covering only 30 ppm. This is because the 
electronegatives of F and Cl are similar, therefore the CF2 and CFCl resonances fall in 
overlapping spectral windows. 
 
3.2.1 Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) copolymer.  
 
             The copolymer was synthesized by free radical polymerization.22 As outlined in 
Scheme 1, this copolymer has a backbone composed of a statistical distribution of 
vinylidene fluoride and hexafluoropropylene monomer units. A simplified nomenclature 
is often used to describe elements of the polymer’s structure. For poly(VDF-co-HFP) 
copolymer,  0, 1, 2 and 3 indicate CH2, CF, CF2 and CF3 groups, respectively.22 However, 
both VDF and HFP units have CF2 groups; 2 is used to represent CF2 groups in HFP units, 
while 2 represents CF2 groups in VDF units in order to distinguish between the two when 
it is possible. Based on the polymerization mechanism, each monomer might react with 
the growing polymer chain-end by either normal addition or inverse addition. Normal 
additions produce 02 and 21 carbon sequences, whereas 20 and 12 carbon sequences are 
produced by inverse unit.  
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                                      -CH2CF2CH2CF2CF2CH2 CH2CF2 CF2CF(CF3)- 
                                                            -0202200221(3)- 
Scheme 1: Monomers structures of poly(VDF-co-HFP) copolymer and nomenclature 
used to represent a hypothetical structure in a polymer chain. 
 
                 The reaction scheme for synthesis of poly(VDF-co-HFP) is shown in Scheme 
2. The polymer is synthesized via free radical polymerization. The VDF unit has the 
possibility to homopolymerize, whereas HFP does not homopolymerize.22 The radical 
can attack either with VDF unit or HFP unit. The hydroxyl end group (CH2OH) forms, if 
the radical attacks the CH2 group in VDF monomer. The carboxylic acid end groups are 
generated if the radical attacks the CF2 group in VDF and HFP monomers. However, the 
possibility of the radical attack at to the CF(CF3) group in HFP monomer is very low 
because of electronic and steric factors. In the propagation process, each monomer could 
react with the growing polymer chain-end by either normal addition or inverse addition.  
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Scheme 2: Reaction scheme of poly(VDF-co-HFP) 
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                 The first increment of 19F{1H} DOSY NMR spectra of poly(VDF-co-HFP) 
copolymer obtained with different DOSY pulse sequences are show Figure 21a-c, along 
with the 19F{1H} 1D NMR spectrum (Figure 21d) for comparison. Three different groups 
of fluorine resonances are found in widely separated regions: CF3 resonances between -
70 and -80 ppm, CF2 resonances between -90 and -120 ppm, and CF resonances between 
-180 and -190 ppm. Fluoropolymers like this have different fluorine groups covering an 
extremely large spectral window, which make it difficult to excite the whole window 
uniformly, especially when pulse sequences require 1800 pulses. The spectra here cover 
an 80 kHz window and require a pulse width less than 4 µs in order to achieve uniform 
excitation of all the resonances. 
 
Figure 21. Comparsion of 470 MHz 19F{1H} first increment of DOSY NMR spectra 
from: (a) Dbppled_ad sequence with simple 1800 pulses, b) Dbppled_ad  sequence with 
composite1800 pulses, and  c) Dbppled_ad sequence with adiabatic 1800 pulses, and d) 
19F{1H} 1D NMR spectrum obtained with a 3.1 µs (300) pulse. 
Simple 1800 
 
 
 
Composite 1800 
 
 
 
 
 
Adiabatic 1800 
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               Three different DOSY pulse sequences with different refocusing pulses have 
been studied to resolve this problem. By comparing the first increment of the DOSY 
spectra, the intensity of fluorine resonances from CF2 are all similar regardless of the 
sequence used since this region falls in the center of the spectral window. However, in 
the spectrum collected with the simple 1800 DOSY sequence (Figure 21a), the relative 
intensities of the CF3 and CF fluorine resonances are low compared with those of the CF2 
resonances. The vertical scale in Figure 21a was increased significantly in order to see 
the CF resonances. The relative vertical scales of the four spectra can be determined by 
comparing the intensities of the CF2 resonances in the four spectra.   
               In order to excite a larger fluorine window, the DOSY sequence was modified 
by replacing simple 1800 pulses with composite 1800 pulses to produce the spectrum in 
Figure 21b. The intensities of the fluorine resonances of CF3 and CF groups relative to 
those of CF2 groups are increased significantly, however the whole fluorine window still 
cannot be excited uniformly. The CF resonances near -185 ppm are similar in intensity to 
the strongest CF2 resonances.  
                The best results are obtained by replacing 1800 pulses with adiabatic 1800 
pulses. The relative intensity of the CF3 and CF fluorine resonances are far greater than 
those of the CF2 groups (Figure 21c), and in fact the relative intensities are similar to 
those in 19F 1D spectrum (Figure 21d), which indicates the window was excited 
uniformly. The adiabatic 180° DOSY sequence can cover a spectral window five to ten 
times greater than the sequence using simple 180° DOSY sequence.28,29 
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                Another potential problem with these polymer is that the presence of CH2 unit 
along the backbone which create many scalar of couplings among the fluorine and 
protons. Most of these couplings are unresolved in the 19F multiplets, however they do 
lead to broadening of the resonances and reduced signal-to-noise levels. Therefore, the 
protons were decoupled during the data acquisition time using WALTZ-16 decoupling on 
a separate dedicated high band RF channel. The effects of these heteronuclear couplings 
during the rest of the DOSY sequence are refocused by the 1800 pulses.  
                  In the HFP unit of the copolymer, the CF-CF3 branch points create a 
stereogenic centers that produce diastereotopic fluorines in adjoining CF2 groups. The 
magnitude of the geminal couplings between diasterotopic fluorines is uniformly on the 
order of 280 Hz. Although the magnitudes of the couplings are relatively constant, the 
chemical shift differences within individual pair of diastereotopic fluorines varies 
significantly in VDF based co- and ter-polymers containing HFP units. Most resonances 
from these CF2 groups exhibit AB patterns that do not create severe complications for 
detection of signals. However, there are a few of diastereotopic fluorines which have 
larger chemical shift difference resulting in AM and AX spin systems which make it 
difficult to detect their signals in DOSY experiments if the delays during which 19F 
magnetization is in the transverse plane are not properly adjusted.  
                 Finding the optimized parameters for maximum intensity of those CF2 
resonances exhibiting AM and AX coupling patterns, necessitated running an arrayed 
experiment to simultaneous increase of gradient time while reducing gradient amplitude 
to maintain a constant gradient area resulting in the data shown in Figure 22. The 
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intensity of the signals from the diastereotopic CF2 groups is modulated with the gradient 
time. The maxima occur at times n/J (where n = 1, 2, 3,…); and null points occurs at 
times of n/2J (where n = 1, 3, 5,…). The highest intensity of the CF2 resonances between 
-117 and -119 ppm are observed at gradient time 3.2 ms, which is considered to be the 
optimum value for this copolymer. A few of weak CF2 signals that were not detected in 
the earlier published DOSY work can be measured with these optimal condition in 
DOSY experiments.24 The lengths of other events during the gradient encoding delays 
were deliberately minimized so that most of the time when the magnetization is in the 
transverse plane was used by the actual gradient pulses. 
 
 
Figure 22 Constant gradient area gradient time array of selected diastereotopic CF2 
regions with Dbppled_ad sequences.  
 
                   The 19F{1H} DOSY spectra of poly(VDF-co-HFP) collected with 
Dbppled_ad sequences is shown in Figure 23. The simple 180° refocusing pulses in 
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Dbppled sequence are replaced by adiabatic 180° refocusing pulses in order to excite the 
large fluorine spectral window from the 19F 1D NMR spectrum.  The corresponding 
region is shown across the top of the DOSY spectrum for comparison of the chemical 
shifts. There are some diastereotopic fluorines of CF2 groups exhibiting AM and AX spin 
systems present in the spectrum of this copolymer. Therefore, the optimized gradient time 
of 3.2 ms based on the above arrayed experiment of study were used to collect the DOSY 
spectrum to avoid missing signals. 
 
Figure 23. Selected region from the 19F{1H} DOSY spectrum of poly(VDF-co-HFP) 
copolymer collected with the adiabatic 1800  Dbppled_ad pulse sequence.  
 
                                19F DOSY NMR was used in the earlier work to distinguish between the 
resonances of backbone and chain-end structures of fluoropolymers based on comparison 
of their different diffusion coefficients.1 For polymer DOSY experiments, resonances 
from chain-ends usually exhibit faster diffusion coefficients compared to resonances from 
backbone, because on average chain ends occur in smaller molecules, when a MW 
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distribution exits. In Figure 23, most signals observed from the DOSY spectrum exhibit 
an average diffusion coefficient at 0.3×10-10 m2/s, which are attributed to resonances from 
backbones structures in the polymer. A few of DOSY cross-peaks are observed at slightly 
higher diffusion coefficient than the average D values. They might be from the chain-
ends of the polymer. The resonances from chain-ends are easier to observe if the 
analyzed polymer has low MW. However, the poly(VDF-co-HFP) polymer sample 
studied here has high MW, which makes it hard to detect the weak signals from chain-
ends due to their low concentration.  
 
3.2.2 Poly(vinylidene fluoride-ter-hexafluoropropylene-ter-tetrafluoroethylene) 
Terpolymer 
 
                Poly(VDF-ter-TFE-ter-HFP) terpolymer has structure and properties similar to 
poly(VDF-co-HFP) copolymer. Poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE) terpolymer has a backbone 
composed of a random distribution of three units: vinylidene fluoride, 
hexafluoropropylene and tetrafluoroethylene monomer units. The nomenclature used to 
describe the structure of terpolymer is based on the number of fluorine atoms on each 
carbon. As for poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE) terpolymer, 0, 1, 2 and 3 indicate CH2, CF, 
CF2 and CF3 groups, respectively. Based on the polymerization mechanism, VDF and 
HFP monomer could react with the growing polymer chain-end by either normal addition 
or inverse addition. Normal additions produce 02 and 21 carbon sequences, whereas 20 
and 12 carbon sequences are produced by inverse units.  
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                                    -CH2CF2CH2CF2CF2CF2 CH2CF2 CF2CF(CF3)- 
                                                           -0202220221(3)- 
Scheme 3: Monomer structures of poly(VDF-ter-HFP-ter-TFE)  terpolymer and 
nomenclature used to represent a hypothetical structure in a polymer chain. 
 
                  The mechanism of polymerization of poly(VDF-ter-TFE-ter-HFP) terpolymer 
is very similar with the poly(VDF-co-HFP) copolymer, except it has one additional  
monomer, TFE. Poly(VDF-ter-TFE-ter-HFP) terpolymer has similar problems as those 
encountered with DOSY experiments performed on poly(VDC-co-HFP) copolymer. Both 
polymers share the same challenges: the presence of many homonuclear couplings (JFF) 
and heteronuclear couplings (JHF), large fluorine spectral window, and diastereotopic 
fluorines from CF2 groups exhibiting AM and AX spin system multiplet patterns. The 
simple 180° refocusing pulse is replaced by adiabatic 180° pulse to excite the large 
fluorine spectra window. An arrayed DOSY experiment is used to find the optimum 
gradient time to avoid missing signals from diastereotopic CF2 groups. The highest 
intensity of diasterotopic CF2 resonances of AM spin systems are observed with a 
gradient time of 3.2 ms  (Figure 24). This value is the same as that used for the 
copolymer, which indicate that they have the same spin system (AM pattern).  
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Figure 24 Constant gradient area gradient time array showing regions of selected 
diastereotopic CF2 resonances; the Dbppled_ad sequence was used. 
 
                The 19F {1H} DOSY spectra of poly(VDF-ter-TFE-ter-HFP) terpolymer 
collected with the Dbppled_ad sequence and adiabatic 180° pulses, the same DOSY 
sequences as poly(VDC-co-HFP) copolymer is shown in Figure 25. The simple 180° 
refocusing pulse in Dbppled sequence was replaced by adiabatic 180° refocusing pulse in 
order to excite the large fluorine spectral window. The corresponding region from the 19F 
1D NMR spectrum is shown across the top of the DOSY spectrum for comparison of the 
chemical shifts. There are some diastereotopic fluorines of CF2 groups exhibiting 
resonances of AM and AX spin systems present in the spectra of this copolymer. 
Therefore, the optimized gradient time of 3.2 ms based on the above arrayed experiment 
was applied to collect the DOSY spectrum to avoid missing  signals.  
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Figure 25 expanded region from the 19F{1H} DOSY spectrum of poly(VDF-co-HFP) 
collected with adiabatic 1800  Dbppled_ad pulse sequence.  
 
                      The terpolymer has never been studied by 19F DOSY NMR before. For polymer 
DOSY experiments, resonances from chain-ends usually exhibit faster diffusion 
coefficients compared to resonances from backbone, because on average chain ends 
occur in smaller molecules, when a MW distribution exits. The 19F DOSY NMR 
spectrum of terpolymer is shown in Figure 25. Most signals observed from the DOSY 
spectrum exhibit the average diffusion coefficient at 0.01×10-10 m2/s, which are attributed 
to resonances from backbones units in the polymer. The D values of terpolymer are much 
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smaller than those of the copolymer, because the terpolymer has much higher molecular 
weight than the copolymer. A few of DOSY cross-peaks are observed at slightly higher 
diffusion coefficient than the average D values. They might be from the chain-ends of the 
polymer.  
 
3.2.3 Poly(vinylidene chloride-co-1-chloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethylene) (poly(CTFE-co-
VDC)) copolymer 
 
             The reaction scheme for the synthesis of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer is 
shown in Scheme 5. This polymer was synthesized by radical polymerization with t-
butylperoxypivalate (TBPPi) as the initiator.23 The methyl and t-butyl radicals are formed 
from the TBPPi decomposition.23 The methyl and t-butyl radicals can then attack the both 
sides of two monomers. Therefore, eight different possible end groups could be generated. 
Not every end group’s resonances can be observed, the radicals have a higher probability 
of adding to the least hindered groups to produce chain ends. Based on the 
polymerization mechanism, each monomer could react with the growing polymer chain-
end by either normal addition or inverse addition. Different triad monomer sequences are 
generated along the polymer chain. The inversion addition has much lower probability 
than normal addition because there is more steric hindrance with inversion addition.3 
Termination of polymerization is accomplished with abstraction of protons from the 
polymer chain.  
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Scheme 4. Reaction scheme for the synthesis of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer and the 
nomenclature used to describe hypothetical structures in a polymer chain. 
 
                 Poly (CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer has a backbone composed of a random 
distribution of two units: vinylidene chloride (V) and 1-chloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethylene (C) 
monomer units. The nomenclature used to describe the structure of copolymer is based on 
the number of fluorine atoms in each unit. For poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer, 0, 1 and 
2 indicate CH2, CF and CF2 groups, respectively. However, both CH2 and CCl2 groups do 
not have fluorine, 0 is used to represent CCl2 groups, while 0 represents CH2 groups in 
order to distinguish between the two groups. Based on the polymerization mechanism, 
X CH2=CH2 + y CF2=CFCl  -(CH2CCl2)x(CF2CFCl)y 
Initation: 
t-Bu-OO-C(O)-t-Bu  t-Bu! +Me! +CO2+Me2C=O  
I! + CH2=CCl2  
   +  CF2=CFCl  
I-CH2CCl2!  
I-CCl2CH2!  
I-CF2CFCl!  
I-CFClCF2!  
I-X! +nV +yC -VVV-  -VVC- CVC- 
-CCC- -VCC- -VCV- 
I=Me or t-Bu  V=CH2CCl2   C=CF2CFCl    
TBPPi 
Termination: 
P-CH2CCl2! PCH2CCl2! 
PCCl2CH2! 
PCF2CFCl! 
PCFClCF2! 
PCH2CCl2CH2CCl2P 
PCH2CCl2CCl2CH2P 
PCH2CCl2CF2CFClP 
PCH2CCl2CFClCF2P 
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each monomer could react with the growing polymer chain-end by either normal addition 
or inverse addition. Normal additions include 21 and 00 carbon sequences, whereas 12 
and 00 carbon sequences are produced by inverse units.  
 
  -CF2CFClCH2CCl2CF2CFClCH2CCl2- 
                                                                -21002100 - 
Scheme 5: Monomer structures of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer and nomenclature 
used to represent a hypothetical structure in a polymer chain. 
 
              The 19F 1D NMR spectrum of poly (CTFE-co-VDC) is shown in Figure 26. 
There are two different fluorine resonances CF and CF2 from the CTFE units. The 
fluorine resonances of CF and CF2 are usually observed in separate regions in the prior 
two VDF based polymers. However, the chemical shifts of CF2 and CFCl are very close 
to each other due to the similar electronegatives of F and Cl, and some of resonances 
overlap in the spectra of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer. The resonances of CF2 and 
CFCl groups are observed at -100 to -120 ppm and -115 to -130 ppm, respectively. The 
weak resonances between -115 to -125 ppm are most likely from the diastereotopic CF2 
groups attaching to the stereogenic center of CFCl groups.  
 
F
C C
F
F
Cl
C
H
H
C
Cl
Cln m 
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Figure 26. Selected region from the 19F{1H} 1D NMR spectrum of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) 
copolymer. 
 
              Since diastereotopic fluorines are present in poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer, a 
similar gradient time array experiment was performed with the mixture above to find the 
optimized experimental conditions to obtain the maximum intensity of diastereotopic 
fluorine resonances. Figure 27 shows two series of stacked spectra with two selected 
regions containing CF2 group resonances with different modulation behaviors. The 
spectra are from an arrayed experiment performed by simultaneously increasing the 
gradient time while reducing gradient amplitude to maintain a constant gradient area. 
There are an array of 20 gradient times linearly increasing from 0.4 to 8.0 ms with 0.4 ms 
increments, while at the same time having the gradient amplitude decreasing from 0.1977 
to 0.0099 T/m to maintain a constant gradient. The intensities of signals with no J-
modulation maintain a constant intensity (Figure 27a), while the intensities of signals 
with J-modulation attenuate with changing in gradient time (Figure 27b). There are two 
-95 -100 -105 -110 -115 -120 -125 -130 -135 !F(ppm) 
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different signals modulation behaviors observed with two different regions. The intensity 
greatly attenuates with gradient time for signals exhibiting AM patterns of diastereotopic 
CF2 groups, while the intensity slightly attenuates with gradient time for signals 
exhibiting AB patterns of diastereotopic CF2 groups. Because the intensity of resonances 
with AB coupling system does not change significantly with array of gradient time, the 
optimized gradient time is mostly depends on the resonances of AM coupling system. 
The maximum intensity of AM patterns of diastereotopic CF2 groups are observed at 3.2 
ms gradient time. Therefore, this value was chosen to be the best experimental conditions 
to obtain a good quality DOSY spectrum without missing any important signals.  
 
Figure 27. Stacked spectra showing the resonances from selected CF2 groups from DOSY 
experiment with increasing array of gradient time and constant gradient area: 
a) resonances from AB spin systems in the region of -106 to -110 ppm, b) resonances 
from AM spin system in the region of -103 to -107 ppm. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
0.4 
gt1 
0.8 
(ms) 
1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6 6.4 6.8 7.2 7.6 8 
5000 
gzlvl1 
2500 1666 1250 1000 833 714 625 555 500 454 416 384 357 333 312 294 277 263 250 
(a) 
(b) 
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               The 19F DOSY spectrum of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer collected with 
Dbppled sequence is shown in Figure 28. The 19F spectral window is very small, only 
covering 30 ppm, so the simple 180° refocusing pulse of the standard DOSY sequence 
can be used. The 19F 1D NMR spectrum is shown across the top of the DOSY 2D 
spectrum for comparison of chemical shifts. The diffusion coefficient of the most of the 
resonances are observed at the average of 8×10-10 m2/s. Some weak resonances in the -
110 to -120 ppm region have larger diffusion coefficient values compared with other 
resonances, and they might be from the chain-ends. The line width of these resonances 
are narrower compared with others signals. This agrees with their assignment to chain-
ends, because chain-ends signals are expect to have longer T2 relaxation than the 
backbone signals, and resonances with longer T2 relaxation produce narrower line widths. 
Based on the previous study of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer, the ratio of of CTFE: 
VDC is 3:1.23 So the resonances between -110 to -120 pm might be the AX patterns from 
diastereotopic CF2 groups in CTFE unit at the polymer chain-ends.  
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Figure 28 19F DOSY spectrum of poly(CTFE-co-VDC) copolymer obtained in CDCl3 at 
50°C  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
  The DOSY NMR technique is a powerful tool for separation the resonances of 
mixtures based on the differences of diffusion coefficients. It provides structural 
information related to the sizes and shapes of molecules, and helps with resonances 
assignments.  19F DOSY NMR experiments have been used to study for fluoropolymers 
to separate the resonances of atoms in backbone and chain-ends.1 However, there are 
some unique problems with fluoropolymers that prevent detection of some signals in the 
19F DOSY experiments. First, fluoropolymers have different types of fluorine groups 
whose resonances usually cover a large fluorine spectral window. Second, if there are 
hydrogens in the fluoropolymers, the presence of many scalar heteronuclear couplings 
(1H, 13C) makes the resonances complicated. Third, many large 2JFF homonuclear 
couplings with different coupling patterns create phase distortion problems in 19F DOSY 
spectra. Lastly, fluoropolymers often require the experiment be performed at high 
temperature because they have low solubility in most organic solvents. A systematic 
study has been performed to modify the DOSY pulse sequences and optimize the 
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experimental conditions on a mixture of fluorinated model compounds, and three 
fluoropolymers. 
              The followings are the solutions for each of the problems in 19F DOSY 
experiments. The simple 180° refocusing pulses can be replaced by adiabatic 180° pulses 
in the DOSY pulse sequence, in order to excite the large fluorine spectral widow 
uniformly.  The phase distortion problem can also be resolved by applying a homospoil 
gradient pulse and an LED element (90°-hsg-gt3-90°) in the Dbppled sequence. 
Therefore, the Dbppled_ad with adiabatic 180° refocusing pulses combined with an LED 
element is the best pulse sequence for 19F DOSY experiments. The intensity lost due to 
the large 2JFF modulation of the resonances can be minimized by choosing optimum 
gradient times (δ) from arrayed experiments performed by gradually increasing the 
gradient time, while maintaining a constant gradient area to find the optimized gradient 
time to avoid missing detection of diastereotopic CF2 resonances. The diastereotopic CF2 
resonances of different spin systems have different optimal gradient times. The 
convective flow problems created by the high temperature experiment  can be resolved 
by homospoil gradient pulse in Dbppled_cc sequence. In conclusion, the 19F DOSY pulse 
sequences and experimental conditions have been developed and optimized taking into 
account the large 19F spectral window, large magnitude of J modulation, and variable 
temperature.                  
                   DOSY is a powerful NMR technique can resolve signals of different 
components in a mixture, without physical separation of the components.17,18 It not only 
helps with resonances assignments, but also provides structural information of sizes and 
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shapes of compounds.19 The molecular weight and molecular weight distribution of 
polymer can be calculated with DOSY techniques.30-32 It can also provide the structure 
information on supramolecules,33,34-36 pharmaceuticals,37 and organometallic 
complexes.38,39 Furthermore, the molecular weights and sizes of small molecules can also 
be measured with DOSY techniques.40-42  
              This systematic study can be used for the solution of problems in DOSY 
experiments, the same involving the detection of other heteronuclei, such as 31P or 195Pt. 
Both nuclei have the same challenges as those seen with 19F nuclei: large spectral 
window and large homonuclear J couplings. It will be easier to obtain good quality 31P 
and 195Pt DOSY spectra based on the successful experiences with 19F DOSY experiments.  
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APPENDIX 
 
The following lines contain the C code for the pulse program used to collect the DOSY 
data for those experiments that are not a standard part of the Agilent pulse program 
library. 
/********************************************************************* 
 Dbpp_ad_led - Bipolar gradient pulse pair with adiabatic/composite pulses and 
longitudinal eddy-current delay 
 ref : J. Magn. Reson. Ser. A, 115, 260-264 (1995). 
 
June 2014   Adiabatic pulse capability provided by E. Kupce 
June 19, 2014 Composite pulse option added by C. Xu, Y. Wan, D. Chen and 
P.L.Rinaldi 
 
parameters: 
 delflag   - 'y' runs the Dbppste sequence 
                    'n' runs the normal s2pul sequence 
        del       -  the actual diffusion delay 
        delst     -  eddy-current storage delay 
        gt1       - total diffusion-encoding pulse width 
        gzlvl1    - diffusion-encoding pulse strength 
        gt2,gt3   - crusher gradient pulse width 
        gzlvl2,gzlvl3   - crusher gradient pulse strength 
        gstab     - gradient stabilization delay (~0.0002-0.0003 sec) 
 fn2D      - Fourier number to build up the 2D display in F2  
        wet   - 'y' turns wet flag on 
        satmode   - 'y' turns on presaturation  
   adiabatic - 'y' turns on adiabatic pulses during gradient delays 
   comppulflag - 'y' uses composite pulses instead of simple 180's when 
adiabatic='n' 
 
 tau taken as time between the mid-points 
 of the bipolar gradient pulses. 
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**********************************************************/ 
 
#include <standard.h> 
 
static shape ad180; 
 
pulsesequence() 
{ 
double del    = getval("del"), 
        gstab  = getval("gstab"), 
 gt1    = getval("gt1"), 
 gzlvl1 = getval("gzlvl1"), 
 Dtau,Ddelta,dosytimecubed, dosyfrq, 
       gzlvlhs = getval("gzlvlhs"), 
        hsgt = getval("hsgt"), 
        satpwr = getval("satpwr"), 
        satdly = getval("satdly"), 
        satfrq = getval("satfrq"), 
 gt2    = getval("gt2"), 
 gzlvl2 = getval("gzlvl2"), 
 gt3    = getval("gt3"), 
 gzlvl3 = getval("gzlvl3"), 
        delst = getval("delst"); 
        /*ad180pw=getval("ad180.pw")*/ 
 
char
 delflag[MAXSTR],wet[MAXSTR],satmode[MAXSTR],adiabatic[MAXSTR],ssp
ul[MAXSTR],comppulflag[MAXSTR]; 
 
   getstr("delflag",delflag); 
   getstr("wet",wet); 
   getstr("satmode",satmode); 
   getstr("adiabatic",adiabatic); 
   getstr("comppulflag",comppulflag);     
   getstr("sspul",sspul); 
   if((FIRST_FID) && (adiabatic[A] == 'y')) 
      ad180 = pbox_ad180("ad180", pw, tpwr);    /* make adiabatic 180 */ 
 
   /* In pulse sequence, minimum del=4.0*pw+3*rof1+gt1+2.0*gstab+gt2+gstab */ 
   if (del < (4*pw+3.0*rof1+gt1+2.0*gstab+gt2+gstab)) 
   {  abort_message("Dbppled error: 'del' is less than %g, too short!", 
  (4.0*pw+3*rof1+gt1+2.0*gstab+gt2+gstab)); 
   } 
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  Ddelta=gt1; 
    
    if(comppulflag[A] == 'y') 
     {Dtau=4.0*pw+rof1+gstab+gt1/2.0; 
     } 
 else 
   if(adiabatic[A] == 'y') 
     {Dtau=2.0*ad180.pw+rof1+gstab+gt1/2.0; 
     } 
 else 
     {Dtau=2.0*pw+rof1+gstab+gt1/2.0;  
     } 
 
   dosyfrq = sfrq; 
   dosytimecubed=Ddelta*Ddelta*(del-(Ddelta/3.0)-(Dtau/2.0)); 
   putCmd("makedosyparams(%e,%e)\n",dosytimecubed,dosyfrq); 
 
   /* Check for the validity of the number of transients selected ! */ 
   if ( (nt != 16) && ((int)nt%64 != 0) ) 
   {  abort_message("Dbppled error: nt must be 16, 64 or n*64 (n: integer)!"); 
   } 
 
/* phase cycling calculation */ 
 
/* STEADY-STATE PHASECYCLING */ 
/* This section determines if the phase calculations trigger off of (SS - SSCTR) or off of 
CT */ 
 
   ifzero(ssctr); 
      assign(ct,v13); 
   elsenz(ssctr); 
      sub(ssval, ssctr, v13); /* v13 = 0,...,ss-1 */ 
   endif(ssctr); 
 
   assign(zero,v1); /* v1 = 0 */ 
   mod2(v13,v4); 
   dbl(v4,v4); 
   hlv(v13,v13); 
   dbl(v13,v2);  /* v2 = 0 0 2 2 */ 
   hlv(v13,v13); 
   dbl(v13,v3); 
   add(v3,v4,v4); 
   hlv(v13,v13); 
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   mod2(v13,v12); 
   add(v3,v12,v3); /* v3 = 4x0 4x2 4x1 4x3 */ 
   add(v4,v12,v4); /* v4 = 0202 2020 1313 3131 */ 
   assign(v3,v5); /* v5 = 4x0 4x2 4x1 4x3 */ 
   add(v1,v2,oph); 
   add(v3,oph,oph); 
   add(v4,oph,oph); 
   add(v5,oph,oph); /* oph = v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + v5 */ 
    
   assign(zero,v6); /* v6 =0 */ 
   assign(zero,v7); /* v7 =0 */ 
    
   add(one,v6,v16); 
   add(one,v7,v17); 
 
/* CYCLOPS */ 
 
   hlv(v13,v14); 
   add(v1,v14,v1); 
   add(v2,v14,v2); 
   add(v3,v14,v3); 
   add(v4,v14,v4); 
   add(v5,v14,v5); 
   add(v6,v14,v6); 
   add(v7,v14,v7); 
   add(oph,v14,oph); 
 
   if (ni > 0.0) 
   {  abort_message("Dbppled is a 2D, not a 3D dosy sequence:  please set ni to 0"); 
   } 
 
   /* equilibrium period */ 
   status(A); 
          if (sspul[0]=='y') 
       { 
         zgradpulse(gzlvlhs,hsgt); 
         rgpulse(pw,zero,rof1,rof1); 
         zgradpulse(gzlvlhs,hsgt); 
       } 
 
         if (satmode[0] == 'y') 
       { 
       if (d1 - satdly > 0) 
         delay(d1 - satdly); 
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       else 
       delay(0.02); 
       obspower(satpwr); 
       txphase(v1); 
        if (satfrq != tof) 
         obsoffset(satfrq); 
        rgpulse(satdly,zero,rof1,rof1); 
        if (satfrq != tof) 
         obsoffset(tof); 
       obspower(tpwr); 
       delay(1.0e-5); 
      } 
     else 
     {  delay(d1); } 
 
   if (wet[0] == 'y')     wet4(zero,one); 
 
   status(B); 
 
   if (delflag[0]=='y') 
   {  if (gt1>0 && gzlvl1>0) 
      {  rgpulse(pw, v1, rof1, 0.0);  /* first 90, v1 */ 
 
         zgradpulse(gzlvl1,gt1/2.0); 
     delay(gstab); 
       if(adiabatic[A] == 'y') 
         shaped_pulse(ad180.name,ad180.pw,v6,rof1,rof1); 
       else 
    if(comppulflag[A]=='y') 
  { 
   rgpulse(pw,v6,rof1,0.0); 
   rgpulse(pw*2.0,v16,0.0,0.0); 
   rgpulse(pw,v6,0.0,rof1); 
  } 
  else rgpulse(pw*2.0, v7, rof1, 0.0); /* second 180, v6 */ 
 
       zgradpulse(-1.0*gzlvl1,gt1/2.0); 
     delay(gstab); 
       if(adiabatic[A] == 'y') 
         shaped_pulse(ad180.name,ad180.pw,v1,rof1,rof1); 
     rgpulse(pw, v2, rof1, 0.0);  /* second 90, v2 */ 
 
         zgradpulse(gzlvl2,gt2); 
         delay(gstab); 
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         if(comppulflag[A] == 'y') 
          {delay(del-6.0*pw-3.0*rof1-gt1-2.0*gstab-gt2-gstab); /*diffusion delay */; 
        } 
 else 
        if(adiabatic[A] == 'y') 
 {delay(del-2.0*pw-3.0*rof1-gt1-2.0*gstab-gt2-gstab-2*ad180.pw); /*diffusion 
delay */ 
 } 
 else 
 { delay(del-4.0*pw-3.0*rof1-gt1-2.0*gstab-gt2-gstab); /*diffusion delay */ 
 } 
     rgpulse(pw, v3, rof1, 0.0);  /* third 90, v3 */ 
 
         zgradpulse(gzlvl1,gt1/2.0); 
     delay(gstab); 
       if(adiabatic[A] == 'y') 
         shaped_pulse(ad180.name,ad180.pw,v7,rof1,rof1); 
       else 
    if(comppulflag[A]=='y') 
  { 
   rgpulse(pw,v7,rof1,0.0); 
   rgpulse(pw*2.0,v17,0.0,0.0); 
   rgpulse(pw,v7,0.0,rof1); 
  } 
  else rgpulse(pw*2.0, v7, rof1, 0.0); /* second 180, v7 */ 
 
         zgradpulse(-1.0*gzlvl1,gt1/2.0); 
     delay(gstab); 
 
       if(adiabatic[A] == 'y') 
         shaped_pulse(ad180.name,ad180.pw,v3,rof1,rof1); 
     rgpulse(pw, v4, rof1, 0.0);  /* fourth 90, v4 */ 
         zgradpulse(gzlvl3,gt3); 
         delay(delst);    /* eddy current storage delay */ 
  rgpulse(pw, v5, rof1, rof2); 
      } 
   } 
   else 
      rgpulse(pw,oph,rof1,rof2); 
 
   status(C); 
} 
 
